
SmartPOS
All-in-one, handy & future focused

We provide a Payments Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) that combines secure 
Android devices with an open, feature rich, and extremely well connected Payments 
Platform. Service providers like PSP's, ISV's, and ISO's enjoy the scalable platform 
that is easy to integrate, and flexible to fully adapt to their latest needs. 

Their Merchant customers love our seamless 
omnichannel payment experience, and innovative 
functionalities, always reliable, fast & secure  
out of a single source.

Let us take care of all the rest to ensure your 
business success. Thanks to TECS' fully 
integrated app store and many more fancy 
features to enjoy.

Your smartPOS benefits with TECS' features
Secure Android Device + Appstore + Payment Platform

Increase revenue up to 15%
by improving efficiency

Appstore self hosted
Use your enterprise Apps

Accept as you need
from smart payments to loyalty cards

Cashless tipping 
 at your events

100% offline capability*
to ensure your event success (*upon acquirer support)

Zero-touch deployment
operated remotely with Remote Key Injection
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Meet TECS´ SmartPOS - our latest innovation.  

Get your job done with a combination of state of the 

art POS payment technologies and secure Android 

devices. A perfect fit in terms of simplified 

application management, easy onboarding and high 

end performance. Of course this includes seamless 

integration with the TECS Payment platform. 

Benefiting from over 100  innovative payment and 

loyalty card method integrations makes day to day 

operation even smarter. 

That's what TECS SmartPOS is all about. Simplified 

and secure smart POS payments – re-imagined for 

your POS success!

ISVs, ISOs

1. Stay ahead

Smart POS keep’s it future proof, via remote key 

injection, quick and easy remote deployment of 

additional apps via our white label platform’s embedded 

scheduler. Bulletproof and highly secure!

2. Ignore network flapping

Networks might flicker, no worries about it – as long as 

full offline-online – switching mode is active. Stay tuned 

and bring in your revenues however local requirements 

might look alike.

3. Reduce your service line call volume

Clients won’t bother you anymore cause of missing 

Bluetooth links between payment & POS devices or 

other such related, starting with dead batteries and 

ending on different device runtimes.

4. Stay productive

Extra durable batteries help you to drive your business 

forward, no matter  what you do with the all-in-one. It 

bears with you an entire shift. Go for it!

Merchants

1. Lots of new hires for your events?

Training and onboarding happens within a fingertip, not 

via a long lasting briefing session.

2. For employees?

Your staff does not like all-in-one devices because tips 

cannot be handled? SmartPOS with its capabilities can 

handle a % tip entry or a lump sum either!

3. An experience so easy

Loyalty or prepaid cards are part of the game? So why 

not use TECS contactless single spot reading 

capabilities or even combine it with devices’ embedded 

QR code capabilities.

4. Fraud is an issue at your venue?

No longer with smartPOS, with a single fingertip you 

generate your day closure and the device is ready to 

launch the next app. For inventory reasons or whatever 

your multi use cases might look alike. Take a deep 

breath and remember the times when you still had all 

those cash handling issues long after lights went out!

4 reasons
why our clients love our services?
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